LEAST

Not being able to solve a problem in Maths IIIII III
Frustration at not understanding ||III I
Harsh, sarcastic or bullying teacher IIIII I
Where I had no choice over what I was doing, not having a say ||III I
No guidance or help on hand IIII
Being put on the spot to answer a question IIII
Being bored IIII
Being scared to ask a question of the teacher III
Being told I would "never get it" III
Sitting in class not being allowed to speak while taking notes out of a textbook III
Having to stress myself about learning how to use a computer (e.g. lack if sleep) III
Not having the task properly explained and being humiliated for Getting It Wrong II
Boring presentations from teachers II
"I was struggling in science class and asked the teacher for help. He wasn't interested. I felt really bad until I asked others in the class and they felt the same way" II
Not seeing why we had to be doing certain tasks II
Punished for not following instructions ||

Realising that to succeed I had to regurgitate - no testing of personal qualities
Cramming notes for examinations
Being forced to work under pressure or with distractions
History lessons unrelated to local history
Being poor at an "important subject"
Having to change school and make new friends again
Where I couldn't see a way out
Fearing failure
I hated wearing a uniform
I was made to use my right hand to write (I am left handed) "I was hit on the hand with a ruler if I tried to use my left hand" 
Failing because I didn't understand the process
Forgetting to do homework and getting punished
Teachers who valued presentation over content
Having to wait for others to catch up
Not finishing a project on time
Where I was confined by structure / Having to follow a prescribed formula II
Being lost during a lecture in first year of university
Being given busy work
Criticism of something that was personally important to me
When MY teacher was away

